ABSTRACT
Let us start immediately from the main system of integral equations (1.6), (1.9), derived in [1] , with K(x, t, x, p) given by (1.10): As we have mentioned in [1] some integrals in (6.2) are convergent only conditionally which makes the numerical solution of the system quite "uncomfortable". Before any numerical scheme is applied, this system will be regularized as follows. First T(x, t, "c, p).
/'x(t-x)
Now, it can be easily verified that T (6.5) = K(x, t, x, p).
Then from (6.3) (6.5), using integration by parts, we find that
for t > 0 and any fixed 0 < A < t, which implies another form of the equation (6.2)" (6.6)
The equation (6.1) actually does not require any changes and its analysis remains exactly the same as in [1] . Nevertheless, for the discussion that follows we represent (6.1) in a regularized form as well:
It is obvious that for A -0 + (6.7) will reduce to its original form (6.1).
As in [1] , after the introduction of
A the system (6.7), (6.6) can be rewritten in the form: where function k( t k, '17, p) is computed from the recursion formula (7.1).
OTHER POSSIBLE SCHEMES
Considering the system (6.8)-(6.9) again, we can try to solve it by the Picard iterations method, Euler's method or a mixture of both. For example, if we do not restrict p'( t ) as in section 7 of this paper, we find (using notation accepted in (7.2)-(7.3)):
which immediately implies: k( t k, tk_, p ) = 1 P( tk ) + a2 P( tk-)' tk_ X A k(tk, X, p ) = tk X k( tk_l, '1:, p ) + tk ; k( t k, tk_l, P ) for ; e (0, tk_1), After finding the moving boundary s(t) (and the density function t) from one of the systems above, we obtain the solution u(x, t) of the problem in the form (1.5). On the other hand, the knowledge of s(t) allows to solve the direct boundary value problem (0.1)-(0.3), say, by the finite difference method. Our numerical experiments on verification of the inverse problem method showed good resemblance between (1.5) and the "direct"solution.
